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                                                             End Notes & Documentation:  Pages 6-18 
   

RE:  ULTRA-HIGH ALERT:  Hurricane—initiation of GLOBALIST ATTACKS on U.S. 
         

 Global elitist Plan:  to Induce a “series of Super Disasters” (i.e. Hurricane Harvey), floods,  
 tsunamis,  NASA’s “Blue Beam Project” & earth quakes via illicit use of frequency technologies 
      Why?  1). For Wealth:  to reap windfall profits, resources & property from the destruction &
 rebuild  of societies 2). For Power:  to force Martial Law so to nullify the U.S. Constitution & 
 instate a one-world technocracy/dictatorship  government:  a “New World Order” Take-Over of 
 the USA and nations beyond.   

 Leaks: Who’s Most Probably behind the Leaks:  same people as behind HAARP attacks  

 Hurricanes:  Foiling  IRMA category 5, 180+mph projected to hit FL, travel  W. or N. as far as NY  
 
An Open Letter to President Trump  

Dear President Trump—Clandestine- ATTACK-ALERTS and  Update : 

 
There is shocking scientific  data that reveals that that Hurricane Harvey, was/is a purposeful geo-
engineered ATTACK on Texas, the gulf states and its people  i.e. Geo-engineering Watch —that Hurricane 
Harvey is the beginning of a series of planned clandestine “weather-warfare” attacks on United States. 
I am contacting you with this information, because I believe that you have the power to foil man-made 
disasters like Katrina, Sandy, Hurricane Harvey & more.  Hurricane Irma is likely being engineered as the 
second strike in a “planned-series of unprecedented disasters” designed by to bring America to its knees.  
(Strong ‘frequency-wave-bursts )))’ like these, have been captured on satellite-video-image which appear to 
target the west flank of Irma). You may recall my previous  email “alert” (re: an email & web-posted- letter 
“alert” dated  3-21-17) which warned of  geo/weather-weapons & clandestine “HAARP” frequency attacks 
perpetrated by ‘globalist-elites’ to realize their New World Order/‘UN Agenda 21’  take-over of the U. S. and 
nations of the world. My writings, research & environmental/political background continue to be posted at 
www.musartproject .com . 
 
It has been revealed that Hurricane Harvey was induced & steered by the illicit use of the HAARP &/or 
similar frequency technologies associated with the HAARP. [HAARP:  High-Frequency Active Auroral 
Research Program].  This clandestine Tesla-based frequency technology continues to be deployed for 
nefarious purposes in conjunction with chem-trails. 
 
Mr. President,  I urge you to use your Executive/”Commander in Chief powers” to immediately order the 
nationalization of HAARP and associated weather-control-technology/facilities—so  to prevent further 
devastation in Texas,  Florida & beyond.  “ Under your command, with proper oversight & direction, HAARP, 
NASA & NOAA, and the DOD etc. could be engaged , to turn the course of Hurricane Irma (which was 
curiously first shown mapped (on TV) to travel up the Eastern Seaboard of the U.S.  By properly using the 
HAARP monitoring facility (at the University of Alaska), & the U.S. Navy/Air Force command of the Alaskan 
HAARP antenna-frequency-projecting-facilities (& associated  facilities/technologies)—we could be spared 
man-made earth quakes, disasters  hurricanes and  super disaster.  I also urge you, Mr. President to: 1). 
Facilitate an immediate international ban/lock-down on all geo-engineering/weather & mind control 
/frequency-weapons technologies---their use (& development) until such time that a world court can be 
convened 2). Order an independent scientific-review and public hearings on the state of HAARP and associated 
frequency-technologies to include:  a). Their History of use, research & development, b).  Effects on human-
health & biology/ species / environment/ and Earth Life-support Systems & populations.  
 
It is vital to the USA and world that HAARP & geo-engineering be exposed—and that the fox not guard the 
hen house.  Perhaps a Presidential  Commission on “Environmental Safety”,  and an independent 
“international  commission” on Environmental Safety could be formed (to include independent scientists, 
organizations, and citizen-reps) so to honestly inform governments, their leaders and citizens. It is time to shed 
light—time to take inventory and corrective measures for the sake America, and all of Earth & Life. 
 
 

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/engineered-climate-cataclysm-hurricane-harvey/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXWwy-MmbFY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yQ78kNFJ60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfDdgc1_miQ
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/www.musartproject%20.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpaN1W4vD4c
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Deadly technologies need to scrapped  &/or quarantined, and forever removed from the hands of “criminal 
profiteers” & the diabolical NWO-globalist;  this is vital to securing personal /national/ world well-being. 
 
Your intervention is absolutely necessary in order to save the United States from continued attack’ by land 
sea and air’ (as prophesized & now witnessed). To maintain the economic recovery, and the very fabric of 
our nation, we must stop the deadly assaults of “geo-engineered” disasters:  land-fall Hurricanes/floods,  
tsunamis, and quakes, (and clandestine nuclear events i.e. Fukushima). We need to allow mother nature to 
heal and re-balance.  Humankind’s future is being twisted & engineered by those who have fallen to the 
dark side—please act to help us reclaim democracy and our birthright as human-beings of God’s Creation!  
 
As you may know, some time ago, the DOD obtained Tesla-based-patents for the development of HAARP 
frequency technology from Edmonds.  Congress funded research  & development (R&D)  for HAARP-- and 
‘unknowingly’ funded its applications for weather control and earthquake inducing  technology.  Ownership  
of the U.S. HAARP facility(ies) in Alaska were curiously transferred from the U.S.A.F.  and Navy into the 
dangerous hands of unbridled  foreign & domestic  ‘private- profiteers’.  (re:  details & summary in Section 
IV, B of end notes below “Alaskan HAARP facility is open for business” ).  It has been revealed  that Lockheed 
Martin & Raytheon are also involved. “Angels Don't Play this HAARP” by Professor Begich. 
 
RGA , a private firm located in Barrington, IL  advertises  its nuclear  & “Weather Control” services—RGA 
once had a picture of its multi-level  ‘gold-glass’- Illinois-facility on its website ( pg. 8 of end notes). The last I 
checked, the  CEO of RGA Labs Inc. had an Arab name:  Robert G Abboud.  His father, A. Robert Abboud is a 
big oil/banking executive according to Bloomberg—political/profit motives for facilitating Hurricane Harvey? 
 
Please review this urgent information  and ACT without delay for our nation is in imminent & real danger of 
a series of manmade ‘natural-disaster-attacks’ &  orchestrated Jade-Helm/NWO-military coup on the U.S. 
 
Given the complexity and seriousness of our times:  obstructionist “leaks”, and anarchist actions & events, 
there is dire need for all nations, legislators, Peoples and ‘media’ to understand the ‘NWO-elite’ global hidden 
agenda  & their clandestine attack on civil society.  (See “New World Order Master Plans” and more in end 
notes . The tyrannical shadow government of secrecy, fear and intimidation needs to be exposed and 
defanged. Please forgive any redundancy, and assumption that you, your administration are being denied 
critically pertinent information.  By recognizing the whole-picture and its significant parts, we-all can act most 
appropriately to secure our present and future wellbeing—and the survival  of nations, cultures and species.   
 
            
STUNNING CONCLUSIONS:  
 
For the past three years I have researched the “whys” behind Obama’s seemingly senseless policies and 
reckless actions.  Over whelming evidence leads me to these conclusions:  1).  Barak Obama and his global 
elitist-masters  and their Muslim Brotherhood  & CIA cohorts are behind the surveillance, and seditious 
“leaks” in your administration, as well as the Trump and refugee-pause  protests, and global terrorism . 
 2).  ‘Elitist’ globalists are in what they call their  “end-game” [Joe Biden]—meaning, they are ready to 
spring their “New World Order” master-plan of ATTACK—a “clandestine-coup” upon your Presidency, the 
USA , and beyond.  As Rahm Emanuel said just the other week:  “Obama is ready to roll”. (Fox News 2-28-17) 
 
High Treason Admitted:   

 

Hillary Declares:  "…We are going to provoke an attack… because then  we will be in power for as long as 
anyone can imagine".  (See also  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpDqMWhkEm8 this video clip was 

‘fashioned’ and reposted  from the original PBS Charlie Rose interview with H. Clinton & former Sec James Baker)..  
Obama Declares:  “We’re speeding up training of ISIL forces“ (Stated with Generals standing at hand--video 

timeline 12 min: 27sec.-- 12:48; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2fSOj5Jvds).  

 
                           

http://www.gi.alaska.edu/alaska-science-forum/haarp-again-open-business
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLZcaItj70U
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Documents/CIA%20Agent%20Whistleblower%20Risks%20All%20To%20Expose%20The%20Shadow%20Government
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2fSOj5Jvds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2fSOj5Jvds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpDqMWhkEm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2fSOj5Jvds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2fSOj5Jvds)
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These conclusions are based on piecing together the following facts, and findings which I document for you 
in this letter and its outlined footnotes below.  I feel it is most urgent, Mr. President , that you and all U.S. 
military & “Jade Helm/‘Homeland Security’/special forces  Command , Congress and the Judiciary,  and 
media become fully aware of an imminent physical danger to themselves, our Nation, the People, and of the 
world. Obama, the Muslim Brotherhood, and the shadow NWO ‘world-government’/ terrorist-masters must 
be stopped, for the sake of humanity, Earth, and all that is beautiful and good.  As long as the People remain 
in the Dark—we are All vulnerable to extinction!  (Please read on to learn the shocking details of how) 
 
Barak Obama, is motivated by his concealed “Muslim Jihadist faith” and ambitions

 
—his global-elitist 

dreams of a “New World Order” [NWO ]:  a worldwide government, having a  one ruler/dictator.  It appears 
that globalist and Islamic dreams have merged to conjure a planetary caliphate”—a mix of  ‘civil’ and 
‘religious’ rule, (Muslim/Sharia-law and Catholic/Jesuit religion?).. This NWO is planned to be facilitated and 
enforced by the globally networked Central Intelligence Agency and “Special Forces”, artificial intelligence 

[AI]/robotic war and other advanced technologies.  Barak Obama’s ambitions and his CIA background have 
emboldened him to use illegal, unconstitutional means to thrust himself into the Presidency, and defeat 
democracy, the truth, and his opponents.  He and his globalist ‘friends’ seek to enter into the ‘demonic 
realm’ of “New World Order” technocracy- gods. 
 
They seek a “singularity” (< note: loading may be delayed) so to serve their ‘Satanical’ glut for absolute power/ 
control/mind control, and their supremacist genocide/eugenics program, ‘UN Agenda 21’ (as inscribed in 
the Georgia Stones and as manifest in NASA’s “Future of  Wars” document. 
 

I am all but certain that the ongoing intelligence leaks are promoted and possibly generated by the elitist 
3rd Reich-supporting  “Illuminati”/Trilateral-Commission/old guard “ as well as the Jesuit-Vatican/Muslim-
Brotherhood and Rothschild/world-banking-cartel/ Council on Foreign Relations/ and CIA. This would 

include the Bilderberger group, George Sorros, and  Bush-Clinton-Obama ‘left-over’ in your administration, 
as well as Obama himself the foreign born, Muslim—the  illegal “Trojan President” who still envisions 
himself as ruler of the United States, and World.. Praises for the just pardoning Sherriff Arpaio! 
 
Barak Obama has ‘become ISIS’!  (re:  musartproject.com  > Menu > WRITINGS > Environmental & Social 
Justice > items numbered #3 and # 2).  Obama funded, weaponized and recruited ISIS terrorists, and  
became their commander in Chief within the United States , and perhaps  beyond?.  Barak was apparently 
groomed by rogue CIA/globalist-elites to become their Trojan President and cloaked Hydra of terror!   
            
ULTRA-HIGH- ALERT —OBAMA and GLOBALIST-‘ELITES’ INTEND TO OVER-THROW YOUR  PRESIDENCY:  
When the dots of the Obama/globalist “words, actions and paper trail” are connected, it becomes apparent 
that Obama & his globalist/Muslim associates intend to take-over the United States through an elaborate 
Jade-Helm 17 clandestine- coup which they are ready to spring as early as March 11th, or March 222nd, or 
23rd, 2017! Being that Obama is in league with the darkest of actors, it is highly probable that he would 
choose a significant date connected to astrological events (i.e. 8-21-17 total solar eclipse) or Satanic/cult 
history —like “11”, or 22/2 x 11, as in the clandestine attacks on the Fukushima nuclear facilities (3-11-
2011), & the twin towers  (9/11.).  Of course, Christian and Jewish holidays are extremely vulnerable times. 
 
Obama and his contemporary Luciferian ‘globalist friends’ and their predecessors have conspired, and 
progressively set in place the technology,  infrastructure,   social-disorder , and ‘legal’ means  so to “appear” 
to ‘legitimately’ engage their deceptive end-game plan. The Muslim & globalist goal is—to “Master the 
Human Domain”.  Obama declares:  “The end of the Republic has never looked better”!  

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0btF9AG2Ps--speech before Goldman Sachs).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/NANOTECH%20-2-chemtails%20&%20synthetic%20biology---Affecting%20Earth-Life--Pseudo%20Life--Dark%20Agenda%20&%20K%20Commentary.pdf
http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/nasa-thefutureof-war.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2fSOj5Jvds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0btF9AG2Ps
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The aforementioned phrase, “Master the Human Domain”, is bodaciously displayed on the “Jade Helm 15” 
logo-flag (which I believe is symbolic of the New World order ‘trinity’-head).  This flag was first used in the 
2015 South Western  U.S. /UN /mercenary ‘Homeland Security’  “Jade-Helm” joint military training and 
“readiness” exercises  conducted by the U.S. army.  

The question is
 readiness for what?   

            
Given Obama’s shadowy background, his deceptive and treasonous actions, lies, and fake birth certificate, 
and his self-chosen “tell-tale-name”,  the only reasonable answer is:  “readiness”  for a super-spectacular 
“end-game” —a clandestine coup attempt  to take-over  democracy and gobble up nations throughout 
world, including the U.S. [See Raytheon’s AI software for global warfare networking, “NASA Future of  Wars” 

(presentation document/prescription) and apocalyptic “Blue Beam Project”].  
 
The NWO action-plan:  includes CREATING socio-economic and political unrest (using Hegelian Dialectic, 
and Saul Alinsky’s “Rules for Radicals” tactics), as well as clandestine man-made/ ‘un-natural’ super 
disasters. Catastrophe, chaos and extreme fear  (“Shock and Awe”) have been planned to be the “excuse” 
and imperative for Presidential declaration of “national emergency” and “martial law”. 
 
A declaration of martial law would ‘legitimately’ unleash hell:  e.g. the deployment of Obama’s  nefarious 
secret Jade-Helm/Homeland Security forces:  NWO/’Left-over’ trained U.S./UN/military and mercenaries 
(foreign & domestic), as well as UN ‘police’, and conscripted local and state police, and possibly Jihadist 
terrorist and ‘alien’ actors. Further, martial law would activate legions of ‘ Pastors’ trained by the Obama 
Dept. of ‘Homeland Security’— to bring their Christian flocks to FEMA Camps for internment or worse.  
 
(See “guillotines" in the endnotes  below),  also the following links  leaked documents:  Military Internment 
Camps in U.S to be Used for Political Dissidents (video timeline at 7min:40sec), and Internment and 
Resettlement Operations FM 3-39.40  (video overview of the 2010 official U.S. Dept. of Defense Document). It is 
likely that thousands of U.S. trained Syrians who were morphed into Muslim-ISIS ‘refugees’ (illegal 
immigrants) would pop out of U.S. safe cities as well as existing “underground” cells across the land. They 
would no doubt, joyously man Obama’s guillotines. Traditional U.S. adversaries like N. Korea could take the 
opportunity to join the fray. 

 
Martial law legally usurps  the U.S. Constitution/Constitutional-law;  it thereby could legally do away with 
our nation’s Republic—our  Congressional  bi-cameral system of governance,  the Presidency,  and 
judiciary—the People’s democracy, and  civil rights including our right to vote and our right to “due process” 
under the law. Thus martial law with all its powers (as engineered  through  Obama’s executive orders and 
that of previous presidents, etc.,) has become the globalists ‘closet legal-tool’  for the instatement of  a 
“New World Order”/absolute- dictatorship.          
 
Martial law/dictatorship would give the globalist elites the power to instate their UN Agenda 21, ‘New 
Reich’ eugenics/genocidal programs: . so to destroy 90% of the ‘deplorable’ human population and  create a 
super race, and slave races (including human-robo-hybrids).  Global elitists intend to reap the world of its 
wealth, treasure, and natural resources. They intend to steal private and public property, and create a 
networked “singularity”—where ‘ALL’  is under their control:  food, water, shelter, commerce, 
transportation, currency, genetic heritage (DNA/reproduction/fertility) —even language,  your thoughts, 
emotions, and all forms of information, media  and communications. This goes beyond Rockefeller’s 
Trilateral Commission mission, and Hitler’s NWO/Third Reich dreams.  It very well may incorporate help 
from the dark realms of soul-ransomed  Luciferin/‘alien’ technologies.  Is this the reason why our stealth 
technologies are at least fifty years ahead of what is publicly known? 
 
The Trump Presidency could be tricked into declaring martial law if the U.S. were to suffer a super 
catastrophe, &/or a series of national disasters, civil unrest, or attacks.  It is said that Satan’s greatest joy 
comes from getting others to harm themselves and that which they love.  As you know, very bad actors are  
 
 
 

file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/NASA%20FUTURE%20OF%20WARFARE%20on%20stopthecrime.net.htm
https://www.scribd.com/document/149686975/Weather-weapons-The-Dark-World-Of-Environmental-Warfare-T-J-Coles
https://www.scribd.com/document/149686975/Weather-weapons-The-Dark-World-Of-Environmental-Warfare-T-J-Coles
http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2015/02/25/pastors-help-dhs-arrests-detention-americans-fema-camps/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rwmD4c_NxI%20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rwmD4c_NxI%20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_107610&feature=iv&src_vid=1rwmD4c_NxI&v=FfkZ1yri26s.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_107610&feature=iv&src_vid=1rwmD4c_NxI&v=FfkZ1yri26s.
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prepared to take the “HELM” from You if given the least chance.  They stand ready to invoke their Luciferian 
“New World Order” as solution” to the shock, chaos, and civil unrest they are working so hard to generate. 
 
A Special Note to you and the Trump-loyalist Administration.  I truly hope that you will find the information 
in this letter, and its links valuable towards meeting your wonderful goals for the People and our nation.  As 
you well know, now is the time of the great change—a pivoting point for all humanity, and our Creator’s 
Creation .  I pray that civil society wins.  In my heart, I feel  it is vital that many more freedom loving citizens 
of the United States wake-up and shed the NWO globalist-illusion, that drives division and unrest.  I feel it is 
so important that you and citizens in the know continue to counter main-stream-media/propaganda and 
violence with “truth”. The deadly NWO ‘end-game’ must be stopped—before it starts. There is no choice.  
With your outstanding team, dedication, and faith in God, I believe we have  great prospects—for a truly 
beautiful future and Great America !  
 
THANK YOU, and your agents President Trump, for the exceptional  facilitation of rescue-work for the 
citizens of the Texas, and Louisiana, and for all others inundated  by Hurricane Harvey. Also My deepest 
gratitude for your outstanding , dedicated  leadership for the People of the United States. Your courage, 
foresight, and spiritual strength is an inspirational beacon of hope for me, and many People the world over.  
If there is any way I can be of service to you, your administration and our homeland, please contact me. 
 
 I hope someday we can celebrate the fruition of your work to make America Great Again, and the fruition of 
my musical/opera in progress,  Lady of the Rose—a Musical Odyssey. 
 
I Pray that God Will Bless You and Yours and that He Protects Us All,  
 
Sincerely, 
 

     Karen Harvey 
        Karen J. W. Harvey  
        musartproject@gmail.com, or healthy.democracy4life@gmail.com  
 
 
cc. to Legislators, Judiciary, Governors, Media and General Public  
   
P.S. Please know that I would very much appreciate some form of acknowledgement that you received, and 
considered this letter and its information. 
 
 
 
 
***  Please See Letter end-notes and important documentation below (re:  Pages 6-18) 
 
 
    
                                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:musartproject@gmail.com
mailto:healthy.democracy4life@gmail.com
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Please Note:  hash tagged numbers as in yellow items # 1. – # 12., used in the end-notes , refer to 
musartproject.com webpage topic-headlines.  These hash-tagged items and more can be accessed via 
my website https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice;  pertinent images, video, 
commentary, and documentation are available there. 
 
 
 

Letter END NOTES / IMPORTANT DOCUMENTATION: 
 
 

While the U.S. is focusing military might and attentions abroad, there is over whelming evidence 

that we need to be in HIGH ALERT at home—it is vital that we be prepared to foil Obama’s 

imminent global-elitist/Jihadist joint-multi-attacks on our U.S. mainland. It appears that President 
Obama, and Bush set-up Jade-Helm/UWEX joint trainings of US/UN/ international-mercenaries and 
“special forces” the purpose of  clandestine  attacks on the U.S.A.   
 
 

I. “Multi -Attacks” on U.S.A — CLANDESTINE  COUP  by  air,  sea  & land:  
    https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice  >  # 5: ”Trojan  Presidency— Report 2”  
      (pages 5-9).  & # 4 :“Trojan Presidency--Report   1” pages  
 

A. HAARP  Attack(s)—Clandestine Weather/Earth  Frequency Weapon of Mass Destruction:  
HAARP, is being secretly used to create quakes, Hurricanes, Tsunamis and other catastrophic 
Earth-disasters for power & profit by elitist ‘NWO-Pushers’.  
 # 4. Trojan Presidency-- Report 1 (pgs. 10-18),  &  # 5. Trojan Presidency –Report 2 (Pgs. 5-17)    
 
 Hurricane manipulation & climate engineering programs  (i.e. HAARP ionospheric heater)  
 The Dark World of Environmental Warfare  (an important document covering history)  

 Weather Warfare Part 1 -- History Channel       
  HAARP Weapon Exposed By History Channel  
 HAARP and Mind Control Technology--Dr. Nick Begich 

 
***See also HAARP & World Crime below in “Section IV”***  
 

1.  Weather Weapons do Exist! 
Weather-Weapons and The-Dark-World-Of-Environmental-Warfare. T-J-Coles.  Why did Obama 
pen and executive Order making himself the Czar of Space Weather?  

HAARP, How It Works & The Patents. Details of its workings, also, who is using it &/or 
capable of using it:  private enterprise & governments—i.e. the U.S., Chinese, Russians.  
 

2. Tsunamis and HAARP.  (See  # 5. Trojan Presidency –Report 2 (Pgs. 5-17) 
It is highly likely that HAARP is scheduled to strike U.S. coastal “oceanic plates”, to cause great 
Tsunami(s) catastrophic floods and possibly nuclear meltdowns (as happened in Fukushima, 
Japan).  A leaked Navy –emergency-escape-map shows the extent of expected inland water flow 
area. It covers NY sky scrapers, Florida, and the entire U.S.A. gulf  & East coast, (as far inland as 
the Appalachia Mountains). The Great Lakes become one lake, submerging the State of 
Wisconsin. It spills over Mississippi water-way-banks for miles inland all the way to the Gulf.  
HAARP, the Tesla based Frequency Weather-Geo-Weapon, located in Alaska creates energy-
voltage-releases thousands of times stronger than lightening.  It has been clandestinely used to 
target various Earth-ground & sky locations world-wide via sister antenna complexes  & satellites.    

 
 
 
 

https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yQ78kNFJ60
https://www.scribd.com/document/149686975/Weather-weapons-The-Dark-World-Of-Environmental-Warfare-T-J-Coles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kaBU5oqFGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUIiRHrUbpE
technologyhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1l7gk3PCm7o
https://www.scribd.com/document/149686975/Weather-weapons-The-Dark-World-Of-Environmental-Warfare-T-J-Coles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZGS45uirPw
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice/pg.10
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HAARP caused the FUKUSHIMA TSUNAMI – the magnometer data-proof of HAARP attack! 
 
3. Possible Earth Quakes & HAARP Attacks: Haiti, Ecuador, USA? Official maps during Obama 
administration showed the expected surge of Quakes along the New Madre fault and the 
Pacific/California faults.  North America stands to be split from north to south on the existing 
major fault lines wiping out many cities and much of the heartland bread basket. The West 
Coast stands to slip into the sea with possible nuclear meltdowns.  California is already silently 
suffering radiation effects from the FUKUSHIMA attack.  See documentary  films in Obama & 
Hillary’s Legacy (below) &  FEMA  Preparing for Major Separation of Land Mass & More 
 

B. Space X “Dragon Rocket” Attacks/ Nuclear War head Strike(s)?:  
NASA Director D. Bushnell’s story/philosophy: “Play by Your Own Rules” 

 
SPACE-X Dragon Rocket XX2 appears to be scheduled to hit ocean plate-faults on the East Coast 
of the United States, (and possibly South America) , so to induce Tsunami waves.  Any and all 
hit(s) are scheduled to be passed off as the ‘predicted’ Planet X/Nibiru or big asteroid event(s).   

 
SYMBOLS AND NUMEROLOGY on the Space X Rocket and Emblem-patch are tell-tale:   

 

 1. The X:  traditionally stands for death as in the skull and cross bones, or crossing-out.     
 ‘’XX23”—xx + 2 = 22 (a favorite Satanic cult number.  22 + 3 = 25, and 2 + 5 = 7 (the 
 numerologists representation of change, and  2 + 7 = 9 ( the occultist number for make 
 it so, or for conjuring something) 
 
 2. The Dragon symbol is used on the Space X rockets and mission emblem patches.  The  
  dragon is traditionally symbolic of Satan. True to the global–elitist pattern , multi-layered  
  symbolism is brandished.   
 
 3. Red “Dragon-Wave” symbol  is used on the latest Space X rocket “XX23” (EchoStar 

mission) and on the mission’s rocket/satellite“ emblem patch”. It looks like a “red wave” in 
tandem with a red “Muslim sword”.  Red often symbolizes blood.  Notably, the Space X 
emblem-patch for the EchoStar mission shows the red dragon-wave-sword is pointed 
directly towards the U.S. East coast, close to New York!  Curiously, the March 18t, 2017 
rocket launch unlike previous  Space X launches  is NOT scheduled to make Earth landing. 

 
 4. The “X” on the SPACE logo-font used on the rocket and the emblem-patch  resembles an 

 abstract “Muslim sword”.  The X traditionally represents death, or cross bones (as in the 
 pirate’s “jolly roger”), or ‘double crossing someone” or ‘crossing-out’ something .  Elan  
 5. Launch payloads:  Musk’s  Space X rockets have launched classified pay-loads  to the 
 International space station). This  March 18th, 2017, the Space X/ EchoStar mission 
 HAARP/NASA “Blue Beam Project”  > # 5... “Trojan Presidency—Report 2”  (pages 20-27).  

 

C. EMP ATTACKS?  Electromagnetic pulse caused by a high altitude nuclear event —capable 
burning out electronics and motors: disrupts communications,  transportation, electric, water,  
fuel  & food supplies .  See Senate hearings on EMPs.  See also VA Magazine articles by  Nichols 
on “pulse “ radiation event  and radioactivity spikes above 1,000 %  (Mini-Clandestine  EMP 
attack on Mid- West-States/U.S. Bread-Basket?)   
 
Is N. Korea now capable of launching an EMP attack that would affect the USA?  Likely, since it 
has developed nuclear & ballistic-missile capabilities, and a substantial  submarine fleet. 

   
 
 
 

http://www.ufo-blogger.com/2011/03/japan-earthquake-haarp-magnetometer.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qK--GFdnFC4
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/Bushnell.,%20Dennis--%20about%20Dennis%20bushnell.%20Sci%20Fi,%20Singularity%20not%20play%20by%20rules.%20docx.docx
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
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D. Poisoning Global food and Water  supplies (see Chemtrails,  GMOs, 

chemicals/food /medicine & water additives, also Radiation/Fukushima & 

other nuclear meltdowns—see FUKUSHIMA )   
 

See also the UN’s Codex Alimentarius below. 
 

E. Causing Disease, Disabilities & and Infertility: vaccines, nano-biology and 

Morgellons and prions: Trojan Presidency—Report 2) 
 

F. Jade Helm ATTACK(S)?  The Jade-Helm 15 & 16 / UWEX 17:  

Unconventional War ‘Exercises’—NWO/Obama rehearsing for civil war:  

 
1. https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice: 
(See # 12 (Jade-Helm…) and  # 4  #5 (“Trojan presidency”--1 & 2),  and   items #  2, 3, 6, 7, 11)                            

 

2. Jade Helm  the Hard Core Truth Explained —implementing the COUP on the USA, WORLD  
        ***https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4310XOz4tc&feature=youtu.be*** 
 
 3.   JADE HELM 16/ UWEX 16–(Unauthorized War Exercises) under Obama admin rehearsing for 

civil war—prep for an inside-job on U S— multi-national  coup 
http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2016/02/08/jade-helm-16-uwex-is-now-rehearsing-for-
civil-war/ 

 
3. Jade Helm:  the hard Core Truth Explained:  shocking  https://youtu.be/K4310XOz4tc 

 
4. JADE HELM Explained—includes Maps and Military Detail: 

            https://www.rt.com/usa/48273436-jade-helm-drill-explained/ 
 
         

G. ***NASA’s Blue Beam Project***—a top Secret “world –wide” satellite- projected “ 

movie in the sky” of a fake Armageddon/’rapture’.  It is to sport ultra-realistic 3D/holographic 
images with 3D sounds and terrain—and possibly ‘alien’ appearances.  “Blue Beam Project” is 
likely to accompany HAARP’s man-made catastrophes, and is designed to further panic 
populations into surrendering to permanent Martial Law:  the Luciferian-global-elitist’s  NEW 
WORLD ORDER—take-over of the United States and nations of the World. NASA's “Blue Beam 
Project” ( # 4 “Trojan Presidency –Report 1”  for explanation of the project (pages 16-18). For 
graphics of the various Blue Beam holograms see # 5: “Trojan Presidency—Report 2 “ pgs. 20-27).  
 

H. Obama & GUILLOTINES for Dissidents and ‘Diplorables’:  
 
 Guillotines, NWO, FEMA Camps and "Tribulation” [Saints WARNING] 
 FEMA: Death By Guillotine Sunday Law 666 Mark of the Beast Pope Francis Obama  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjPOLnmq9uI  
 Why did the U.S. /Obama Purchase 30,000 Guillotines? 
 Refugees Who Committed Acts of Terror in the USA  after being Thoroughly Vetted 

 Sharia Unveiled: https://shariaunveiled.wordpress.com/ 
 

Beheadings in U.S.A ‘legalized’ In Obamacare—using U.N./ WHO medical code:  info by 
leading authority.  See For Yourself-- includes those without a trial! (Part Two) 

 
 

https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4310XOz4tc&feature=youtu.be
http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2016/02/08/jade-helm-16-uwex-is-now-rehearsing-
https://youtu.be/K4310XOz4tc
https://www.rt.com/usa/273436-jade-helm-drill-explained/
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOiNgAU8Bvw&feature=player_embedded
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjPOLnmq9uI
https://shariaunveiled.wordpress.com/2013/06/19/why-did-the-u-s-government-recently-purchase-30000-guillotines/
https://shariaunveiled.wordpress.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ngo8UWfa7fo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ngo8UWfa7fo
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I.  ‘NEW WORLD ORDER’  “MASTER PLANS”,  the Master Minds, and History:   

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-klNO-AjW6M (New World Order - A 6000 Year History)  
 
 

1. The ISLAMIC-PLAN for the Destruction of the USA From Within!  

 

a). The Muslim Brotherhood Blue-Print-document for the Destruction of the 

      U.S.A.!  “Shocking Proof Obama Betrayed America”--Brigitte Gabriel Reads   

  from the official document:  https://youtu.be/TFxNPvns7nU  

 

b). Obama’s Quest--Intentions Announced in Images & Symbolism--ISIS Recruiting 

     Ad: https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice  >  topic #5: page 4   

 

c). The “Muslim Brotherhood” (Islamic-extremists organization) funds global 

terrorism, and has multiple operative organizations within U.S. borders. Members hold 

many influential positions including advisor to Obama & Hillary, governor of MI, 

‘Homeland Security’ etc. 

 

d). Secret Papers Captured in Syrian ISIS Raid--Reveal Islamic Plan to Rule World: 

and Obama acting as foreign agent. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zT8tF41KDI   

 

e). Weapons of Mass Destruction & Islamic Nuclear & Weather Control Services?  
The Islamic-named CEO of the “RGA” firm in Barrington IL. advertises RGA 

nuclear and weather-control services for Hire! (Note: RGA’s  website  ad-images 

show both a nuclear fuel-rod-pool (in Japan!), and HAARP in action: a super-

lightening-like-bolt striking the Earth, from a tornadic cloud). See  the RGA Labs Inc. 

advertisement at  https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice > item topic  # 5: 

“Trojan Presidency” –Report 2” pages 5-7.  
 

f. Muslim-Islam & Terrorism: Attacks, History, Verses, and Ideology: 
 Islam—Religion of Violence or Peace? 

 

*See  below: “LEAKS ,  SURVELLIENCE and  INFILTRATION  and  
  “ ISIS, Guillotines and  ‘Fatwa’ “ (Radical Islam’s official call for beheading & cannibalism) 
 

 
        

2. The GLOBALIST  /  ILLUMINATI  ‘NWO’ PLAN —and UN Agendas 21 & 30    

 

 “NEW WORLD ORDER” Take-Over Plan :  has been conjured and to be instituted by the 
UN and its Luciferian masters:  Globalist-Elitists/illuminati, Massad/Zionists, CIA-
Vatican-Jesuits, in league with Muslim Brotherhood (Islamic members hold the 
majority in UN?). Who’s Using Who?  WHO’s the Master & who is ‘Satan’s top dog’?   
 
For NWO “Take-Over Plans and NWO Black Op DETAILS:  see items below, and go to 
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice  > # 4 “Trojan Presidency-Report 1”  > 
pgs. 1-7  plus the musart webpage-- item   # 5 “Trojan Presidency –Report 2” (Page 27 is an 
overview of the U.S. plan; ).  See rest of ‘Trojan Presidency  Reports’ for full picture & details.    
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-klNO-AjW6M
https://youtu.be/TFxNPvns7nU
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zT8tF41KDI
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/Muslim--Islam%20&%20Terrorism%20--YeS.%20Attacks.%20%20History.%20%20Verses%20&%20Ideology%20.docx
http://www.thereligionofpeace.com/pages/quran/violence.aspx
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
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a). “U.N. AGENDA 21” and the United Nations: 
 

 Agenda 21   (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6l79Qa92DeU < click for a brief 
video overview entitled: “Agenda 21 in under 5 Minutes”.  U.N. Agenda 21 is the 
primary document presented at the 1992 UN Earth Summit in Rio De Janeiro, on 
Environment and Development.  UN Agenda 21 lays out in intricate detail, all of the 
transformations that must take place in society in order for it to become 
‘sustainable’, as they define sustainability”.  

 
 178 Nations (having Muslim-national majority?) voted to adopt Agenda 21/ Rio 

“action plan” for the 21st century. It covers all levels of government local to 
international. (For more details on NWO/’Agenda 21’ actions take Trojan Presidency 
Report—2  Pgs. 41-46, also “Georgia Stones”, and materials below in this document.  

            
Obama and Clinton, and the Bush Presidents helped to usher in “UN Agenda 21”—which 
calls for a 90% reduction in global population!  Why did Obama Recently Purchase 30,000 
Guillotines? Agenda 21masks as an environmental program, but gives UN elitist-global-
thieves power over U.S. land and resources and populations---i.e. the  UN “wild Lands 
Project” plan maps out a few concentrated areas "where" people will be allowed to live, and 
promotes a welfare nation.    
 
 1).  News Break! Agenda 21 Exposed.  Depopulation & FEMA Camps  (video) 
 
 2). UN Agenda 21....You are dead....a video presentation of research findings by 

-Henry Lamb…important UN documents--UN Power grab and Genocide:  
 
o The “Kissenger Plan”—13 nations are targeted for depopulation as part of 

the U.N.’s “Global Health Security Agenda” [GHSA target]. This UN program 
is to be aggressively coordinated with World Bank & IMF funding.  It includes but 
is not limited to sterilization vaccines & clandestine germ-warfare on populations.  

 
o UN “Bio-diversity Assessment”—states that the global population  must be 

reduced  from 6 billion people to 1 Billion 
 

o “Presidential Council for Sustainability”  Established by Bill Clinton via Executive 
 order for the implementation of  Agenda 21        
           
o “Our Global Neighborhood”, the U.N. Report 

 
 3). The Depopulation Storm To Bring In The NWO  (video documentary)-- 

includes important info on UN & World Trade Organization standards that 
weaponize food, nutrition and agriculture.  The UN “Codex Alimentarius ” 
(adopted by the World Trade Organization [WTO] & the UN World Health 
Organization [WHO]—and by Obama via Exec Order) include dangerous 
requirements: (required use and non-labeling for GMO foods, [genetically 
modified], growth hormone, anti-biotics use, and food radiation). Further, the 
codex also promotes sickness by requiring inadequate standards for nutritional 
content of foods and  vitamin &  mineral supplements. It also requires secrecy of 
content ( irresponsible labeling or non- labeling)…  

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6l79Qa92DeU
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/(https:/www.youtube.com/watch%3fv=6l79Qa92DeU
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/Obama%20Guillotines%20&%20Law%20YES%20guillotines%20_%20sharia%20unveiled.htm
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/Obama%20Guillotines%20&%20Law%20YES%20guillotines%20_%20sharia%20unveiled.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gevwmUoEpyI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2I37RT3TCo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKmAW5yG-9k
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/Codex%20Alimentarius.docx
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 4). UN Agenda 21 and the UN One World Government –and the Kissinger, Bush & 
Clinton & Obama roles. 

            
         Most recently, Obama delivered a notable 'Executive Order' / PPD-2 [Presidential Policy 

Directive]--the directive, adopts the U.N.’s “National Strategy for Countering Biological 
Threats” , part of the UN’s GHSA [Global Health Security Agenda] which targets 13 
nations for depopulation ( Kissenger’s Plan)]  The  globalist agenda, strives to give the 
President, UN, corporations, and private organizations, vast 'invasive powers' over U.S 
and world health, and bio technology. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_376tMjFtHY = video “ALERT! Obama Signs  
 Executive Order Preparing For WORLDWIDE Epidemic and Vaccinations” for 

natural occurring, “accidental” or “deliberate” epidemics! Note it is alleged that 
the U.S. government created the deadly Ebola virus, and holds patents for the  

        Ebola, and any variants and mutants. Rockefeller supposedly funded the creation 
of Zika virus that sadly causes underdeveloped/small brains in newborns. These 
are but a few of the crimes against humanity by the globalist ‘elite’. 

                    b).  “Single World Empire”— Illuminati Announcement. Fulford Report : ” Bilderbergers 

 “announce the New World Order of the Illuminati & “Single World Empire”    

 

 c).  “World Parliament” to Dissolve UN to usher in World Federation (llluminati  

 NWO Take-Over Plan & Disarmament of the World?) 

 
                    d).  UNITED NATIONS:  One World Government--the Globalist/Illuminati/UN Power Grab: 
 

 1).  ICLEI –International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives/ (A  local                 
       government/UN network for  implementing  Chapter 28 of Agenda 21 “    
       Sustainability objectives http://whatisagenda21.net/iclei.htm  and  

 2).  NANP—2005 Conference (National  Association of Nutritional Professionals) on 
       implementation of the UN “Codex Alimentarius” Codex Alimentarius 

 3).  HealthFreedomUSA.org 
 4).  INTERPOL:  UN World Police & “Strong Cities Network” 
 5).  WHO  [the UN’s ‘World Health organization’]  and the Trade Commission Group   

      “Codex Alimentariens Commiss’n” / the UN, WHO & FAO (Food & Agriculture Org) 
 6). “National Strategy for Countering Biological Threats” (2009 UN Nat’l Security C’l) 
 7).  Strong Cities Network  (UN/illuminati underpinnings--Strong Cities Network--  

UN/Global Police)                                 
 8)  “Our global Neighborhood”, the U.N . Report 

 
                                   .   

3.  NEW WORD ORDER-- hidden ‘PROGRESS’ and Actions towards 

  “Mastering the Human Domain”   

 

     a).  NWO Eugenics/Genocide: The Dark Agenda of Synthetic Biology —HOW   
             CHEMTRAILS ARE AFFECTING YOU, and making you an antenna for mind control &    

             ‘singularity’.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BL44ke_NHk4  

 
b).  CIA and DARPA—Eugenics Programs and Facilities  in Britain and U.S.  

 

 1).  CIA/DARPA/British Black Ops & facilities---check out side bar videos as well 
 2).  DARPA mind control-graphic  

 

 

http://www.renewamerica.com/columns/cobb/130219
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/10%20Secrets%20About%20AREA%2051%20-%20YouTube_files
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/10%20Secrets%20About%20AREA%2051%20-%20YouTube_files
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_376tMjFtHY
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/Fulford%20Reports--Illuminati%20Announce%20NWO--One%20World%20Empire.docx
http://antimatrix.org/Convert/Books/Benjamin_Fulford/Benjamin_Fulford_Reports.html#the_speech_comments_menu
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/NWO--World%20Parliament%20To%20Dismantle%20the%20UN%20and%20Usher%20In%20Something%20MUCH%20Worse—NWO%20To%20Federation%20Earth%20–%20Lisa%20Haven%20News.htm
http://whatisagenda21.net/iclei.htm
https://playtoh.wordpress.com/2007/01/05/codex-alimentarius-nanp-2005-conference/
http://www.technocracy.news/index.php/2015/10/12/strong-cities-network-aka-global-police-force-could-sink-american-republic/
http://www.technocracy.news/index.php/2015/10/12/strong-cities-network-aka-global-police-force-could-sink-american-republic/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BL44ke_NHk4
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/Darpa.jpg
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c).   UN Agenda 30  
 

 1).  “2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” –the UN plan put forth in 2015 to  
              further  Agenda 21; it is a target-plan of action for People, Planet & ‘Prosperity’  

 2).  The United Nations 2030 Agenda decoded: It's a blueprint for the global  
       enslavement of humanity under the boot of elitist/NOW corporate masters. 
 

d).   NASA War Document Depopulation & You - Deborah Tavares (video) 
 

  1).  NASA:  FUTURE of WARFARE:  http://www.stopthecrime.net/    
 2).   The FUTURE  is NOW. http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/nasa-thefutureof-war.pdf 

            

e).   “Guillotines, NWO, FEMA Camps & Tribulation”:  NWO Prep in USA--Drones  
 & “Authoriztion for Use of Military Force” (anywhere any time) -best Youtube 
 film: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOiNgAU8Bvw&feature=player_embedded 

f).   “Internment and Resettlement Manual:  US Army Field Manual No. 3-39.40 –  
  Internment and Resettlement Operations of Civilians Populations reveals scary military  
  plans to mass detain and relocate civilians…Part of the UN Agenda 21/Jade –Helm. 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1zZftV5YEA 
 

                g).   David Icke: Satanists & Pedophiles Run The World:  Luciferian “secret societies” 
               practice and promote pedophilia, child trafficking & murder. They use ‘Satanic  
  ritual’/pedophilia as black mail for those they help get into high positions of  
  government to do their bidding… i.e. the Jesuits,  Royalty, and even the Vatican  
  and the Obama Administration is involved. (Anthony Weiner and “Pizza Gate”). 
       h).   Leaks  surveillance and infiltration (See items under II. Below) 
 
   II .  LEAKS ,  SURVELLIENCE and  INFILTRATION    

 

Observations:  With technology being  at least 50 years in advance of what is publicly  known,  isn’t 
it possible that Obama could have “electronic ears” pointed at the White House and Capitol? (After 
all, he lives within a few of blocks—deer hunters can buy devices to hear game or human 
conversations at least a mile away). Also Obama laggard, in the White House the eve of his exit—up 
to the hour of the time of the Trump , move-in.  Also Obama announced that he was purchasing all 
knew computers for  (the White House or was it for both the White House, and the Capitol and his 
agency offices?)  Obama had the “Master Movers” company in the White House [viewed parked 
outside on Fox News]—they also ‘move’ in Kenya (place of Obama’s  CIA’s Father’s  employment)—
could the “Master Movers”  actually be moving specialist who are also capable of bugging the White 
House &/or computers?  Movers are popular with the Mafia.  ~ K. Harvey  
 

***New secret espionage branch delving into CIA territory—is Unaccountable*** 

Important article:  http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A29414-2005Jan22.html  
 Not even Congress or the President may be aware, of the imminent coup threat, for a secret ‘special 
 force branch’ of intelligence/special Op units exist at the pleasure of the Secretary of Defense (or 

 CIA?) —The Special Force Branch is not publically known, and essentially is not ‘legally’ accountable to 
 Congress,  nor its budgets. ‘Deep-state’/shadow - government unaccountability was furthered by the 
 9/11/2001Twin Towers attacks which precipitated fear and hence ‘legalized’ breeches of the U.S.  
 Constitution in the name of national security---e.g.  the Patriot Act, and the AUMF [Authorized use 
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https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=What+is+UN+Agenda+30&t=hb&atb=v58-7&ia=web
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4J7NLlloN0
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworldhttps:/sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworldhttps:/sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/NASA%20FUTURE%20OF%20WARFARE.htm
http://www.stopthecrime.net/
http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/nasa-thefutureof-war.pdf
http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/nasa-thefutureof-war.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOiNgAU8Bvw&feature=player_embedded
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOiNgAU8Bvw&feature=player_embedded
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1zZftV5YEA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVzISADl3kQ
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A29414-2005Jan22.html


 
 
  of Military Force on U.S. citizens at home and abroad, also on foreign persons/nations any-where, 
 any time]. These unconstitutional power grabs gravely jeopardize our nation and homeland security,  
 for they may be used in sum, to overthrow the U.S. Republic/U.S. Constitution, and Bill of Rights, in .  
 A string of executive orders defining Martial law authority have already been engineered  so to grant   
 total authority to the President  and his command under martial law.  

 
Judge Napolitano’s  Fox News interview 9-13-2017 on the White House leaks (British CIA?)   
https://youtu.be/r5wAuOvMVaY 
 

      Obama's  Muslim Sharia Advisor Appointees  (See also  
 
How many Muslims in Obama Administration?--Search?  

Valerie Jarrett & the Muslim Brotherhood--Obamas Sr. Advisor and live-in guest after President 
Trump’s election. 
                             
***The Muslim Brotherhood in America & What to Do: *** 
 “The Enemy Within”—an overview, and 10 part short video- presentation by Frank Gaffney, former 
Sec. of Defense under Ronald Reagan, & currently president for the “Center of Security Policy” in D.C. 

 

 

III. “Obama's Fake Identities, Muslim  Faith  & Dangerous  IDEOLOGIES” :   
        Items  headline # 1:  
 

A.  FAKE BIRTH CERTIFICATE--5 Yr investigation revealed Obama's birth certificate is fake! :  

 Sheriff Joe Arpaio: proved Obama’s Birth Certificate is Forgery:  Press Conference 12/15/16 
       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuhF-Ok3djI  and update:           
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jk3KRxTfkLM    

President Trump recently suggested that he will pardon Arpaio if necessary;  Mr. Arpaio’s 
sentencing is scheduled for Oct. 5., 2017.  The NY Times recent op ed reads: “Say No to 

Sheriff Joe Arpaio, Mr. Trump… Mr. Arpaio, an anti-immigrant hard-liner who served 24 
years in office before voters tossed him out last November, was convicted in July of criminal 
contempt of court for disregarding a federal judge’s orders to stop detaining people based 
solely on the suspicion that they were in the country illegally”. 

  
 (Is it just an uncanny coincidence that a NWO-leftist-supporting newspaperwould  support 
 Arpaio’s conviction. The inevitable question:  did President Obama and admin arrange for 
     Arpaio’s indictment ?) Who is the real criminal??? 

       

B.  OBAMA’S  SHADY BACKGROUND and FAKE IDENTITIES:  
      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OI_4tuFz4g#t=3.003229 
 

  C.  OBAMA'S OWN GRANDMOTHER  ADMITS HE WAS BORN IN KENYA: 

 https://www.mrconservative.com/2014/10/51944-obamas-own-grandmother-admits-he-was- 
born-in-kenya/ 
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https://youtu.be/r5wAuOvMVaY
https://youtu.be/r5wAuOvMVaY
http://freedomoutpost.com/sharia-advisers-barack-obamas-muslim-appointees/
https://www.google.com/search?biw=1309&bih=601&q=how+many+muslims+in+obama+administration&revid=1588662052&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiX1Mvy8N7KAhUEyj4KHV34A8YQ1QIIWigA
http://blackquillandink.com/?page_id=12109
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jk3KRxTfkLM
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/09/us/joe-arpaio-arizona-sheriff.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/31/us/sheriff-joe-arpaio-convicted-arizona.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OI_4tuFz4g#t=3.003229
https://www.mrconservative.com/2014/10/51944-obamas-own-grandmother-admits-he-was-
https://www.mrconservative.com/2014/10/51944-obamas-own-grandmother-admits-he-was-


 

 
 DID OBAMA KILL HIS GRANDMOTHERS ? 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fD6fEkUaBTU  

 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpWKCmFs4Vo&feature=related 
 

 http://web.archive.org/web/20160415010333/http://beforeitsnews.com/obama-   

birthplace-controversy/2012/05/did-obama-kill-his-grandmother-2184266.html 

 

D.   OBAMA’s  MUSLIM  FAITH: 
 

      OBAMA GAFF--SAYS "MY MUSLIM FAITH'  IN ABC INTERVIEW:  
      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVn59TC2QqM 
 
      OBAMA THE MUSLIM--IN HIS OWN WORDS 
      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XE9mZCRX2mg 
 
      OBAMA Denies JESUS 
      Obama Denies Jesus Again! 4/16/09 by kduron2082 1,811,045 views  
 

E.  OBAMA'S DANGEROUS IDEOLOGY— “a synthesis of…” 

 

           Obama's Ideology:  Palov, Orwell, Alinsky-Hitler-Jihadist---a Synthesis of Evil  
                           

                          The Hegelian Dialectic:  a methodology used by Obama, terrorists & global-elitists: 
                         How to get what you want by “all means necessary".  
                           http://gulagbound.com/43720/hegelian-dialectics-for-dummies/ 
                

F.  BOMBSHELL:BARACK OBAMA CONCLUSIVELY OUTED AS CIA CREATION; 
              https://www.infowars.com/bombshell-barack-obama-conclusively-outed-as-cia-creation/ 
 

     

IV. OBAMA and HILLARY  & NWO  ACTIONS  &  LEGACY 

Death and Destruction  

 

A. OBAMA & his Command of ‘Natural  Disasters’ & Global Catastrophe 
 

HAARP induced un-natural-Disasters: 
As  President, and  Commander in Chief, Obama is responsible for the illicit use of  HAARP as a 
weapon of mass destruction.  Obama was/is responsible for the 3-11-2013 HAARP induced 
Fukushima Tsunami & the resultant  nuclear super-disaster—he is responsible for the horrific ongoing 
global nuclear contaminations/genetic damages/cancers/food and water /and Pacific Ocean die-off 
and  probable extinctions!  His legacy of destruction has far surpassed that of any World-CRIMINAL. 
 Recorded data reveal HAARP-frequency-signatures of operation occurred at the place and time of 
the Japan Earth Quake —the magnetometer data  is “proof positive” of a HAARP Frequency attack 
(‘eBomb’). HAARP is the cause of the Tsunami  that supposedly resulted in the nuclear meltdowns at 
Fukushima.  There is compelling evidence of a synchronized  nuclear- sabotage/attack of TEPCO 
nuclear Fukushima’s plants. [See  a global nuclear security company called Magal and  B, item 3). 
Below] 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVn59TC2QqM
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqncQ85Q1qA
http://instigatornews.com/pavlov-orwell-alinsky-hitler-obama-synthesis-evil/
http://gulagbound.com/43720/hegelian-dialectics-for-dummies/
https://www.infowars.com/bombshell-barack-obama-conclusively-outed-as-cia-creation/
http://www.ufo-blogger.com/2011/03/japan-earthquake-haarp-magnetometer.html


 
 

B.  HAARP & WORLD CRIMINALS  --Presidents  Obama , Clinton & G.W. Bush were 
“Commanders in Chief” when HAARP was owned by the U.S. & deployed as a Clandestine 
Weapon of Mass destruction by U.S. military--to induce Earth Quakes, Tsunamis  and Weather 
Events (floods, hurricanes, tornados, droughts etc.).  The DOD [United States Department of Defense] 
was doing research & development experimenting  with the use of HAARP in association with their 
Congressionally funded  ‘studies’ on Earth quakes and weather in the 80’s—it has been confirmed  
that HAARP’s frequency can indeed induce  Earth quakes , especially when targeted on Earth-plate-
fault-lines (such as those off the coast of Japan and Sumatra). [“Trojan Presidency—Report 2”]. 
 
As indicated above, the U.S. military has the patents on the HAARP Tesla-based- frequency – 
technology. It has developed, built and tested and used its HARRP facilities). Unbeknown to most 
citizens and nations, HAARP has been clandestinely used as a weather and geo-Earth weapon).   
 
There is signature evidence that HAARP was used to create the recent CA drought, and other 
devastating weather/Earth events such as hurricanes Sandy and Katrina , the Sumatran & Fukushima 
Tsunamies, and Haitian Earth quake. What happened to the millions of dollars the Clintons raised for 
Haitian quake relief?  Is HAARP being used on Texas and Louisiana? Has HAARP has fallen into the 
hands of the global-criminal profiteers?  The evidence  —yes! 
 
1. The UN World Water Day Conference in Japan—a flag of intention?.  A gigantic banner was 
flown over the entrance of the Confernence  building.  It brandished an image of a gigantic human 
thumb print impressed upon a colossal drop of water.  Was this a precursor to the 3-11-11 Japan- 
Fukushima- Tsunami /nuclear disaster-attack which has humanly ‘imprinted’ the waters of the Earth 
with radioactivity? Why do the Fukushima nuclear plants continue to spew and leak?  Why has the  
deadly radiation not been contained? Why has there been a near media blackout on the 
single most devastating  disaster in all of human history!? Four-hundred tons of highly radioactive 
water continue to leak into the ocean daily! The genetic integrity and fertility of all life on planet 
Earth is at stake! This “silent poisoning” of our/Earth’s common wealth—the oceans , air, fresh 
waters and lands of mother-Earth, has to be non-other than the diabolical workings of globalist 
‘New World Order’ pushers and their UN Agenda 21!!!               
 
2).  The  “Alaskan HAARP facility is open for business”—the facility and its operation was 
supposedly turned over to the University of Alaska in August of 2015 (Under Obama’s watch). The 
HAARP facility was originally under the ownership and command of the U.S. A.F and Navy. The 
University is reportedly contracting the HAARP out for ‘scientific research purposes’ and to pay off a 
related  two million dollar loan. At least half a dozen similar but larger facilities are being built in 
Europe… Technology out of Control?!   
 
 e.g. RGA labs Inc. of Barrington IL, USA—advertises ‘weather modification’ for hire, and curiously by 
a CEO with an Muslim name!  No board members listed.) https://musartproject.com/environment-
social-justice.  > # 5 Trojan Presidency—Report 2, Pgs. 5-6. A. Robert Abboud , ( is father of RGA Labs 
CEO Robert G. Abboud).  A. Robert Abboud is an oil executive &  banker with far reach & influence. 
 
3).  Leuren Moret - Fukushima HAARP nuclear attack by CIA, DOE, BP for London banks .  
The Jewish Massad, and nuclear computer virus sabotage is alleged.  Obama had the USS Ronald 
Reagan ship exposed…the ship’s crew has suffered immensely from the radiation exposure. 
 
 *Leuren Moret*— Wigner 6 "Fukushima Dust of Death"  (a must see video)   
 Dr. Moret is one of the world’s foremost  geo/nuclear physicists ,  also a crack Jewish historian  
 political and scientific researcher. She is a great humanitarian and activist-educator with amazing 
 vision and insights into world’s  problems,  Fukushima  radiation and possible solutions. 
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  Fukushima--No More Seafood for You  Ocean PLANKTON INFECTED - GLOBAL DIE OFF Begun – 
  Now IRREVERSIBLE? 
 
  Ocean PLANKTON INFECTED - Global DIE- OFF  has Begun - Now IRREVERSIBLE?  
Plankton, the smallest of oceanic plant-life is at the bottom of the food chain.  It sustains the small 
fish and ocean larger marine-life that depends  upon.  All land and marine populations stand to be  
affected by Plankton depletion of die- off including seals,  sardines, salmon and whales and orcas 
and mankind, since Plankton- photosynthesis  supplies much of Earth’s atmospheric  & oceanic O2.  
 

c. NEW WORLD ORDER Legacy—Deep State Tyranny: Can It Be Stopped?   

 
   https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice/item # 2: “Obama and Hillary’s Treasonous  
   Legacy”  … “Hillary & Obama’s  Public  & Private  ‘Opinions’ and  Actions” — an introduction to   
   Obama’s Hidden Legacy & Why It Matters to American Voters and All People:   

 

 1).  Global CIA & Globalist Network. Trojan Presidency—Report 2”, #5 pages. 46-64   

At: https://www.musartproject.com/environment-social-justice (item # 5) 

 

 2).  CIA global headquarters, & the Holy See/Vatican: Trojan Presidency–Rept.2  

 item # 5 pg.48-54. (The Vatican is a main controller of wealth, CERN, & CIA (Catholic    

 Intelligence Agency/ global-intelligence ( located in Switzerland) 

 

  3).Uncontrolled CIA /Shadow Gov/Deep State: CIA Whistleblower Risks All To Expose  

  tyranny--ruling by subversion, force and fear. He Covers US surveillance on all citizens 

 emails, texts; Gov. employees in NOAA/covert-weather-programs and other agencies are 

given gag orders & forced to sign“Secrecy Agreements”(or face termination &/or jail—

unknown to most, employees, agreement signers are giving up all their Constitutional 

rights). Unconstitutional violations (are felonies)are on the rise as of 1948:  murder, 

genocide--black ops including Kennedy assassination; behavior profile “kill lists”; 

survellience of Congress; invoking“Sates Secrets Privilege”(passed in 1948 by Exec. & 

Congress branch; pertinent information is ‘classified’ to prevent Congress access; since 

911“Continuity of Government” clause can be used (under War) to suspend the U.S. 

Constitution; Use of secrecy &“classified information” is used to do illegal activity—and 

is routinely illegally invoked i.e. the Secret Fisa Court.  Shadow Gov. falsifies, hides, or 

blacks out info. Secrecy controls our elected gov:  white house, congress & judiciary. The 

U.S. shadow government-system controls Whistle Blowers, citizens & government 

officials—enabling secret/illegal programs/black-ops, assassinations & genocide e.g. 911 

 

 4).  AI  COMPUTERIZED  Network-WARFARE software  The Raytheon A1, “Artificial 

Intelligence”,  Program was readied under Obama, to Usher in a the globalist New World Order. 
The AI software is designed to connect, control and command—it networks world ground, sea, 
and air ‘theaters’ with local and global intelligence, military forces, and police forces  e.g. the 
U.S./UN/INTERPOL even local law enforcement.  At the same time it networks with warfare 
technologies—including killer robots and drones, missiles, aircraft, ships, and tanks --and enemy 
& civilian ID, tracking and information systems.  Can this “smart -AI “ can call the shots—who 
lives and dies?  
 

 5). “Raytheon’s AI Global Warfare Networking Software" ordered and delivered.  Re: item # 11 . 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gs9yD7jneRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-d-wGf58nU8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-d-wGf58nU8
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice/
https://www.musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://www.musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://www.musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHbrOg092GA
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice# 11
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 6).  Jade Helm symbolism & “AI”[ Artificial Intelligence software]  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiKBPmq37Yo&feature=share  

 

 7). The Mother of all black Ops--Brain Scan & infra-red-thermo IDs from planes & 

satellites 

Will there be any safe haven; is our Constitution & privacy to be extinguished?  

 

 8). DRONES & AI (artificial intelligence )—black Ops. Who’s in charge, Is anyone safe? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klPTsF1-WYc 

 

 9). UN Agenda 21—clandestine global depopulation by 80-90%  

 

 Item # 5. “Trojan Presidency ---Report 2” Pgs. 41-46 (See also “Georgia Stones” 

 planted in the United States!) 

 

 10). NWO Eugenics/Genocide: The Dark Agenda of Synthetic Biology — nano-
biotechnology & poisonous CHEMTRAILS effecting humankind/all –life & making you an 
antenna for mind control & ‘SINGULARITY’.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BL44ke_NHk4.  
 
Will we become a “’Borg’-enslaved” ‘NWO global-society’ engineered by twisted ‘technocratics’ 
to serve  elitist ‘demi-gods’ of insane wealth and manufactured “Singularity”?!  Will freedom, 
democracy and the U.S. Constitution become a thing of the past? Will we become a society of 
engineered  cyborg mutants?  See their blue print: ”NASA’s “Future of  Wars” at 
www.stopthecrimes.org .  

         
            a).  CIA and DARPA—Eugenics Programs and Facilities in Britain and U.S.  

CIA/ DARPA/British Black Ops & facilities---check out side bar videos as well 
DARPA mind control-graphic (https://duckduckgo.com/?q=DARPA+mind+control-

graphic&t=hw&ia=web) and  DARPA   

 

b). “Mesh Network” Attack Plan--The existing global "mesh Network" and EMF frequencies & 
super computers: URGENT WARNING "AMERICA" - LEAKED DOCUMENT – EMF FREQUENCY 
ATTACK PLAN  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlMLqzYXDpE. See also 
www.stopthecrimes.net .   

 

d. OBAMA’S  and GLOBALIST’S  INTIMIDATIONS and THREATS:  

 

1). Nuclear Code Hijack? Obama's Announced Decision to take Nuclear Codes with him 

When He Leaves Office: This is actually is true—I saw a video of his personal declaration--

while he waved a suit-case (presumably containing the nuclear code-buttons—before his 

audience). Another not so funny joke!? 

 

2). Legislators: Obama has made ‘controlling’ threats to legislators—for one, by 

announcing they were all under surveillance.  

 

3). Warning to Texas: Obama also sent a Hitler style warning/communique to the 

Governor of Texas, concerning the TX state militia.  
   
4). Assassination/Threats?  Supreme Court Justice Scalia’s untimely and peculiar death sent a 
chilling signal to all Conservative justices.    
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiKBPmq37Yo&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiKBPmq37Yo&feature=share
http://9-11themotherofallblackoperations.blogspot.com/2012/03/as-american-citizen-if-you-think-you.html
http://9-11themotherofallblackoperations.blogspot.com/2012/03/as-american-citizen-if-you-think-you.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klPTsF1-WYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klPTsF1-WYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BL44ke_NHk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BL44ke_NHk4
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/NASA%20FUTURE%20OF%20WARFARE%20on%20stopthecrime.net.htm
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/www.stopthecrimes.org
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/Darpa.jpg
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=DARPA+mind+control-graphic&t=hw&ia=web)%20and
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=DARPA+mind+control-graphic&t=hw&ia=web)%20and
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=DARPA+mind+control-graphic&t=hw&ia=web
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlMLqzYXDpE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlMLqzYXDpE
http://www.stopthecrimes.net/
http://www.newyorker.com/humor/borowitz-report/obama-plans-to-take-nuclear-launch-codes-with-him-when-he-leaves-office
http://www.newyorker.com/humor/borowitz-report/obama-plans-to-take-nuclear-launch-codes-with-him-when-he-leaves-office
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5). Orchestrated Protests , Violence & Unrest:  disruptions during presidential inaugural & 

speeches, Town Hall/Civic Disruptions and Violence: by Obama (?) and his ‘global-elitist’ 

friends including George Soros, (and possibly the Clintons, and Bushes). George H.W. Bush 

was actually caught on camera using the pirate’s ‘slit-throat gesture’, as he sat in the 

audience watching Trump the candidate speaking the night of Jeb Bush’s drop out from the 

presidential race).  

 
 a). How Obama is scheming to sabotage Trumps presidency--NY Post Trump is amassing an  
     army of citizen protestors, and training thousands in Alinsky tactics via his OFA  
     [“Organization for Action” school and website] and Obama Foundation.  
 
 b). ***Soros's Formula for Killing America: A Brief Guide, for Americans:  
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeM_l5mkyYc   (The Soros--the ‘New World   
       Order’ machine)  

 
 c). George Soros  Efforts  to Bring Down the Trump Presidency   

 
 d). The Interview that George Soros Tried to Ban  (Getting inside his twisted mind) 

 
 e). General Wesley Clark Explains ISIS Was Created by U.S./Allies  (New World Order 

tactics: enrich global elites via military industrial complex/bankers-wars and “divide and 
conquer”:  create social and economic political instability, and military over extension (via 
ISIS /’war on terrorism’)—infuse nations with Jihadist-refugees to  overwhelm nations and 
serve as soldiers of the NWO Coup ~ K. H. 

 
6). Organizing Measures and Counter measures to NWO: 
 
a).  ”NASA’s “Future of  Wars” document:  blue print plans--to usher in “Singularity” and NWO     

 

b). Organizing & Actions Against the New World Order--White Cap & White Dragon 

 
c). Benjamin Fulford: 80 Different Countries have now Formed an Alliance Against the Old 

 World Order / Nazi-esque Cabal. 

 

d). “A Disturbing Message to All Americans form Ex Defense Minister of Canada--Paul T. Hellyer”: 

     The Shadow Government/Alien technology and NWO Cabal , and What can be done.  

 
 
### 

Karen Harvey 

musartproject@gmail.com   
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